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Introduction, Critical Edition and Translation
Chieko Yamano
The Word has been regarded as sacred in both ancient Eastern and
Western civilizations. In India, the vāc (word) has been deified as a
goddess, or regarded as having the nature of a god or goddess, since Vedic
times. The act of naming was sometimes associated with the act of
creation. The Word was seen as embodying the power of creation by





,ʼ which represents Brahman, was
regarded as the universe itself and became an object of Upanis
̇
adic
speculation, which deconstructed it into three morae: a, u, and m, and
interpreted them as three Vedas, three genders, three worlds, or three
divinities.
The idea of the Word as the power of creation and the syllable as a
principle of the universe developed further in the Tantric tradition
throughout medieval India. The mantra plays a crucial role in sādhanas,
Tantric practices that aim for various mundane or supramundane
attainments. Just as Brahman is present in om
̇
, certain entities are present
in a syllable called bīja, and are addressed in the imperative mode in
mantras. This tradition has produced an enormous number of mantras,
forming an elaborate system of symbol manipulation through which
humans can control the world.
The sound of the Vedic word is more important than the letter. The
hymns and mantras in the Vedas must be transmitted by word of mouth.
The intangible entity in this tradition is given higher priority than the
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tangible. The Tantric tradition inherited this idea; however, the written
word has also become increasingly important. In Tantric practice, the bīja
appears in the form of both sound and letter; the written mantra is used as
an amulet or talisman and further enshrined or worshipped like a deity; and
the yantra, a mystical diagram consisting of aks
̇
aras, is used for various
purposes. A preference for materialization or fetishism is seen in various
Tantric practices.
Here I discuss the Tantric mantras, focusing on the written aspect,










atantra is a manual of Tantric practice exclusively
dedicated to magical procedures and intended to generate worldly benefits.
It was probably compiled around the tenth century CE. Although it is
based on the Śaiva tradition, its authorship is traditionally ascribed to
Nāgārjuna, one of the most famous Buddhist scholars.
There are a considerable number of manuscripts of the work, most

























a,” which means hiding-place, the armpit, a womanʼs
girdle, an enclosure, etc., and “put
̇
a,” which means a fold, a hollow space, a
cup made of a folded or doubled leaf, etc. The combination of these words
means the armpit, or a cloth passed between the legs to cover the private
parts. A Tibetan text with the same title translates this as “mchan khung gi
sbyor ba” (the union of armpit). However, the relationship between the
term and the contents of the text is unclear.
Furthermore, some of the manuscripts that I use are titled
Kacchaput
̇




a in the colophons of each chapter. This











hitā, Varāhamihira uses the term to mean a small box with
sixteen compartments used for storing fragrant substances. The term
“kacchaput
̇
a” possibly means the kūrmacakra, a yantra formed to resemble





to have resulted from a phonetic confusion between ccha and ks
̇
a.




a explains the mantrasādhana or
preparatory procedures for performing various sādhanas in the following
chapters. The tantra opens with verses dedicated to Śiva and Vāgdevatā
(the goddess of theWord) [1-2]. It then notes that the tantra is a collection
of the teachings which Śiva taught to Pārvatī. These are also the teachings
which gods, siddhas,munis, and so on, taught in a previous time [3-5]. The
tantra also includes the title of the āgamas consulted by the compiler
[6-10]. Next, it lists the nineteen sādhanas explained in the following
chapters, advising that the mantrasādhana should be performed before all
these sādhanas [11-15].
Themantrasādhana is also known by the name of the puraścaran
̇
a or
preparatory activity. This usually details the suitable place and time for
each sādhana, and the recommended rosary and seat to be used. It also





a first details the mantrām
̇
śaka, a method to
ascertain if the mantra is appropriate for a practitioner [16-28]. Next, it
explains the kūrmacakra, i.e. a yantra with which the practitioner checks
whether or not the place is auspicious [29-39]. It next makes the following
recommendations for each sādhana: which rosary should be used and how
to tell the beads [40-49]; the suitable place, season, and date [50-59]; the










a explains a yantra








seats and seating postures to be used [60-66]; the vāsanā (imaging) or the
object that the practitioner visualizes in each sādhana [67-69]; and the
sthānadhyāna or the cakra, on which the practitioner should concentrate
during each sādhana [70-77]. It also recounts the brief rules of japa [78-80]
and homa [81-88] and, complementarily, recommends diets to be followed
after sādhanas [89-91]. The Mantrasādhana Chapter concludes with the
method called saptopāya (seven means) that should be performed when a
mantra has had no effect [92-107].
In the following sections, the mantrām
̇
śaka, kūrmacakra, and
saptopāya are discussed in more detail to clarify the features of Tantric
mantra used in the sādhana.
Mantrām
̇
śaka (Examination of Mantra)
As a preparation for the sādhanas explained in the following
chapters, the practitioner should ascertain if the mantra recited in them is
appropriate for him. The mantrām
̇
śaka is a kind of divination, through





ara) and oneʼs own name (ātmanāma-aks
̇
ara). At
first, one should break up the mantra and oneʼs own name into syllables,





). If there are consonant clusters, they should also be divided into
each consonant. In the commentary on the Svacchandatantra [8.20],
Ks
̇





an example. The first syllable “om
̇
” comprising a, u, and anusvāra, is broken
up into three aks
̇
aras: a, u, and ma2. The second syllable “śi” is broken up
into śa and i. In this manner, the whole mantra is broken up into 10 aks
̇
aras:
















a, u, ma, śa, i, va, ā, ya, na, and ma. Ks
̇
emarāja does not count the visarga




a suggests that the visarga, too, should be counted, i.
e. “ah
̇
” is to be added at the end, in this case.
Then these aks
̇
aras are purified by a means called sam
̇
skāra. The







a does not mention the mantra-dos
̇
a, but other āgamas and
treatises such like the Netratantra [8.59-63], the Tantrarājatantra [1.75-48
and 1.73-85], the Kulārn
̇
avatantra [15.65-69] and the Śāradātilaka
[2.64-110], list various kinds3 . The mantra-sam
̇
skāra is a means that
purifies those dos
̇
as contained in the Mantra. We find various ways of
conducting themantra-sam
̇
skāra presented in the Netratantra [18.6-8], the
Kulārn
̇





does not give an explanation for themantra-sam
̇
skāra, but describes how to
purify the aks
̇





practitioner should purify them using the name given by his guru. This
name, along with that given by his parents, should be broken up into
aks
̇
aras. The practitioner should then combine both into an aks
̇
ara one by
one, and pronounce them.
After purifying the aks
̇
aras of oneʼs own name in this manner, the
practitioner should assign the aks
̇
aras of the mantra into four categories:




a explains this briefly,
we cannot clarify as to how they were so assigned; however, Ks
̇
emarājaʼs
commentary on the Svacchanda [8. 20-22] gives a detailed account of the
subject. According to Ks
̇







ara in the order of Sanskrit
syllabary, on oneʼs four fingers. If themantra-aks
̇
ara falls on the first finger,






3 The Netratantra, Tantrarāja, Śāradātilaka, and Kulārn
̇
ava count 9, 25, 50, and
60 dos
̇
as, respectively. On the mantra-dos
̇
a, see André Padoux [2011: 89].
4 On the mantra-sam
̇




ara is siddha; on the second, it is sādhya; on the third, it is susiddhi;
on the forth, it is ari.
ex) N1: व= → M1: अ ＝2: sādhya
N2: इ= → M2: उ ＝2: sādhya
André Padoux [2011: 21] points out that, aside from the Svacchanda,
themantrām
̇
śaka, which does not use a specific yantra, but just counting on





a mentioned the title of the Merutantra as its reference, it differs
from this, as the mantrām
̇
śaka of the latter employs specific yantras. The
Svacchanda and the Netratantra, both of which are listed in the reference






5 However, the Netratantra itself only mentions four categories. The method is
explained by Ks
̇









































After assigning all aks
̇
aras to four categories, the practitioner should





provides two ways to assign the whole mantra to siddha, sādhya, susiddhi,
or ari. The mantra that has all four categories is assigned to siddha; that
which has three categories excepting siddha is assigned to sādhya; that
with three categories excluding ari is assigned to susiddha; and that which
has three categories excepting susiddha is assigned to ari. Alternatively,
the mantra that has a siddha at the beginning, end, or middle, is assigned to
siddha; that which has a susiddhi at the beginning and end is assigned to
susiddhi; that which has a sādhya at the beginning and end is assigned to
sādhya; and that which has a susiddhi at the beginning and end is assigned
to susiddhi. Although this takes time, the mantra assigned to siddha will
bestow success. That assigned to sādhya also will bestow success, but one
should perform a japa (recitation) and homa (fire offering) for a long
period. That assigned to susiddhi will immediately bestow success just
through smr
̇








a, has the simplest
procedure amongst the various mantrām
̇
śakas. The most popular
procedure of the mantrām
̇
śaka is one that employs a square-shaped yantra
having 16 compartments, called akathaha-cakra. In this procedure, the four
categories are divided into 16 subcategories. The Kulārn
̇
ava [15. 78-99]
explained various yantras used in themantrām
̇
śaka including the akathaha-
cakra.6















idhanicakra, and kulākulacakra. On these yantras, see Bühnemann [1991a: 95-
103] [1991b: 293-297].
Kūrmacakra (Yantra Portrayed as a Tortoise)
The kūrmacakra is a square-shaped yantra having nine compart-
ments, each of which is assigned to the face, arms, heart, sides, legs, and tail
of a tortoise. Using this yantra, one can ascertain if a place where the
sādhana is to be performed is auspicious. The 49 aks
̇
aras (syllabograms)
are allocated to the nine compartments in the following manner: 16 vowels
in the central compartment; ka-varga in the east; ca-varga in the southeast;
t
̇
a-varga in the south; ta-varga in the southwest; pa-varga in the west; ya-







northeast. The kūrmacakra is mentioned in various āgamas and treatises,
however some of them prescribe different ways to allocate aks
̇
aras. The
Śāradātilaka describes a slightly more complicated kūrmacakra, which has




aras, the practitioner worships nine tutelary deities,





a instructs as to how one may ascertain the
dīpasthāna, an auspicious place. At first, one finds the first aks
̇
ara of the
name of place where the sādhana is to be performed, in the kūrmacakra.
The compartment, where the aks
̇
ara is placed, is assigned to the face of































tortoise. With reference to the position of the face, other compartments are
allotted to arms, heart, sides, legs, and tail. The practitioner notes his own
position, amongst the nine places, by applying the kūrmacakra to a given
area; a city, town, village, pilgrimage site, cemetery, shrine or house. In case
the practitioner is located in the face-part, it will bring him excitement; in
the hand-part, it will bring a little enjoyment; in the belly-part, it will bring
neither enjoyment nor suffering; in the feet-part, it will bring suffering; and
in the tail, it will bring death or imprisonment.




a explains the above procedure based on
an account in the Merutantra [6. 272-289]. Aside from the Merutantra, the
Tantrarāja [5. 88-101] also gives a detailed account of the subject.
However, the Tantrarāja uses the term ʻkūrmavibhāga’ instead of









hitā [14. 1-33] is a chart used
for astrological divination, which predicts the demise of a king of a country.
In this case, the nine compartments are allocated to certain places in
Bhārata (India), and each compartment is related to three of 27 mansions.
As Katsuyuki Ida pointed out [Ida 2005: 125-126], the kūrmacakra
appearing in Tantric texts is derived from an antecedent of jyotiśāstras






If the mantra does not manifest its effect despite following a
prescribed procedure, the practitioner should perform the saptopāya, or
seven means, that is, drāvan
̇














a aims to soften the mantra through tying it to the bīja of








a, the god of Water, and sprinkling a mixture of milk, butter, water,
and honey on the written mantra. If this does not work, the practitioner
should make his next move, the bodhana. One makes the mantra awaken
through placing the bījas of Sarasvatī, the goddess of Speech, before and
after it. If this does not work, the vaśya should be performed. This brings
the mantra under his control. One should write the mantra with red
sandalwood, costus, turmeric, beeswax, and red arsenic on a birch bark, and
wear it around oneʼs neck. If this does not work, the pīd
̇
ana comes next. The
practitioner steps on the written mantra, and while reciting it joined its
padas upside down. If this does not work, one should move to the next step,
the pos
̇
aya. It aims to nourish the mantra. One should write it with cow-
milk and honey, attaching Tripurasundarīʼs bīja to it, and wear it on oneʼs




a, which aims to dry up the mantra,
should be performed. The practitioner attaches the bījas of Vāyu, the god of
Wind, to it, and keeps the written mantra around his neck. The last resort is
the dahanīya, which aims to burn the mantra at the stake. The practitioner
encloses every aks
̇
ara of the mantra with four bījas of Agni, the god of Fire,




a asserts that the
mantra will certainly have an effect after using these means.
The saptopāya, which encourages the mantra using bījas or
materials, has some concepts in common with the mantra-sam
̇
skāra
(purification of mantra) explained in the Netratantra [18.6-8], the
Kulārn
̇
ava [15.71-72], and the Śāradātilaka [2.114-123]. However, they
have few practices in common. For example, the bodhana prescribed in the
Śāradātilaka, is a practice of touching each aks
̇
ara with oleander flowers
while reciting Agniʼs bīja; in the Netratantra, there is a practice of adding
ʻnamah
̇
ʼ to the mantra.7






7 On the mantra-sam
̇
skāra, see Padoux [2011: 92-94] and Gudrun Bühnemann
[1991b: 299-300].









dahanīya use a bija, and attach it to the mantra. Ks
̇
emarājaʼs Netratantrod-
dyota or the commentary on the Netratantra [18.10-12], gives a detailed
account of various methods to tie a bīja to a mantra.8 He explains 11
methods, that is, samput
̇
a, grathita, grasta, samasta, vidarbhita, ākranta,
ādyanta, garbhastha, sarvatovr
̇
ta, yuktividarbha, and vidarbhagrathita.






a, and grasta are used in









emarāja, the grathana is the method to place a bīja before











” before and after each aks
̇
ara; a, u, ma, śa, i, vā,





a is used in the bodhana and the pos
̇
ana. It is the method of
placing a bīja before and after the mantra. In the bodhana, Sarasvatiʼs bīja
“aim
̇





” is inserted (Fig. 4).




a. It is the method of arranging an
alternating bīja and an aks
̇









” are employed (Fig. 5).






8 In the context of the Netratantra, that which should be tied to the mantra is not
a bīja but the name of the object.



















सौ: ॐ 娃व|-य नम : सौ:
ऐ̇ ॐ 娃व|-य नम : ऐ̇
The grasta is used in the dahanīya. It is a method of enclosing each aks
̇
ara of




We can find parallel verses from the saptopāya section in later texts,
such as the Tattvacintāman
̇





hattantrasāra [4.44-55]. However, it seems that they do not cite






avatantra mentions that they
are a quotation from the Mahāhārakatantra, while the Br
̇
hattantrasāra
attributes them to the Gautamīyatantra.
I have not discussed rules of japa (recitation) here, as the focus was
on the written aspects of the Tantric mantra. However, a short summary of
the same is provided. There are three kinds of japa: reciting in oneʼs mind,





ika (increasing welfare), and moks
̇
a (liberation); the second for vaśya






i (attracting others); the third for minutiae of
daily life. The formless, imperceptible, timeless, spaceless, and changeless
have been regarded as important aspects of the sacred or numinous entity
since Vedic times. Based on this notion, it seems that the inverse
relationship between sacredness and concreteness is established here. To
put it another way, concreteness is required for achieving worldly,
individual benefits.
































































































































































































We find a preference for materialization or fetishism in various
Tantric practices, where an imperceptible unity is idolatrized. Similarly,
concerning the Word, the written letter is frequently used: the written
mantra is worn like a Chinese talisman, receives offerings like a deity, and
is aggrieved like a sentient being, as discussed above. Once the sacred word
acquired its substantiality, a mantra or a name was broken down into
aks
̇
aras, resembling a substance broken down into elementary particles,
and through analysing the aks
̇







,ʼ was regarded as the primordial
sound, and its three morae were considered as the three principles of the
world. The aks
̇
ara discussed above, however, is regarded as an element of
an individual entity rather than a principle. The symbol system of aks
̇
ara
established the science of divination, such as the mantrām
̇
śaka, which aims
to predict the future, and the development of various geometric yantras
including the kūrmacakra, which are employed for divination.
At the same time, the symbol system of aks
̇
ara became the source
code of the Mantra, and produced an enormous amount of mantras. The
Mantra is sometimes considered as meaningless sounds, but it functions as
a script that operates on the world. The saptopāya mentioned above is a
kind of an odd debugging process, which removes problems of the script.





a is an excellent illustration of this historical development.






Printed Editions and Manuscripts Used for This Edition
Printed Edition
For my critical edition, I used the following three editions. Unfortunately,
none of them mentions the textual witness (es) on which they are based.
My abbreviations contain ʻEʼ, for edition, followed by the initials of the























a and Śrīnityabodha Vidyāratna
(Calcutta: Vacaspatyayantra, 1915)














asī: Caukhambā Surabhāratī Prakāśana, 2001)






am: mūla o anubāda sameta
Edited by Pañcānana Śāstrī
(Kalikātā: Nababhārata Pābaliśārsa, 1984)
Bengali text with Bengali commentary, 31 chapters
Manuscripts






I have used twelve digital copies of manuscripts kindly provided by the
Nepalese-German Manuscript Cataloguing Project (NGMCP), two digital
copies from the Wellcome Library, London, and one digital copy from the
University of Tokyo Library. The following summary provides brief
bibliographic information for these manuscripts. The abbreviations for the
manuscripts consist of the initial of the place of storage, that is, K
(Kathmandu), L (London) or T (Tokyo), and a number. These numbers
are tentatively assigned in order of microfilm number or catalogue number.
Among these manuscripts, the texts labelled K (subscript numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 only), L (subscript number 1 and 2) are available for
Chapter 1.
K1: NGMCP no. 27933; Microfilm: A 0221-06
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
110 leaves, chapters 1-20
K2: NGMCP no. 27940; Microfilm: A 0221-08
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
Year: Nepāla Sam
̇
vat 905 (〜1785 C. E.)
48 leaves, chapters 1-20
K3: NGMCP no. 27934; Microfilm: A 0222-11
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
15 leaves, chapters 1-2
K4: NGMCP no. 27929; Microfilm: A 0223-05
Script (s): Newāri; Material: paper
156 leaves, chapters 1-25 (chapters 13-14 missing)





after Chapter 8 (Senāstambhana), and the chapter on Unmanīkaran
̇
a is
placed after Chapter 10 (Māran
̇
a).
K5: NGMCP no. 27939; Microfilm: A 0225-12
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper













K6: NGMCP no. 27943; Microfilm: B 0160-07
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
118 leaves, chapters 1-20
K7: NGMCP no. 27941; Microfilm: B 0161-09
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
58 leaves, chapters 2-13
K8: NGMCP no. 27930; Microfilm: B 0163-06
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
6 leaves




a of the Rasaratnākara.
K9: NGMCP no. 27937; Microfilm: B 0166-19
Script (s): Newāri; Material: paper
48 leaves, chapters 1-20
K10: NGMCP no. 27936; Microfilm: B 0166-21
Script (s): Newāri and Devanāgarī; Material: paper
100 leaves, chapters 1-20
K11: NGMCP no. 27932; Microfilm: B 0167-06
Script (s): Newāri; Material: paper
128 leaves, chapters 1-20
K12: NGMCP no. 27945; Microfilm: C 0025-05
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
Year: Vikrama Sam
̇
vat 1734 (〜1677 C. E.)
65 leaves, chapters 1-21
This text has an additional chapter after Chapter 20.
L1: Wellcome Library, London, no. Alpha 899
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
70 leaves, chapters 1-11






L2: Wellcome Library, London, no. Alpha 900
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
61 leaves, chapters 1-20 (chapters 12-15 missing)
T: Tokyo University no. 204; Microfilm: 18. 005
Script (s): Devanāgarī; Material: paper
23 leaves, chapters 16-21
Sigla and Abbreviations
Critical Edition
[ ] word(s) that the editor thinks should be deleted
( ) uncertain word(s) or syllable(s)
/// illegible part of syllable(s) because of physical damage
× empty space or space sign(×)in a given manuscript
… illegible syllable(s)




n.e. no equivalent in
om. omitted in
transp. transposed from another line to here in
r recto
v verso
I have adopted corrections if there were deletion signs or marginal
additions in a given manuscript without noting this in my edition.







[ ] word(s) added by the translator
( ) gloss












E  p.264, EKh p.1, EP p.1, K1 2 4 6 9 10 11 12 L1 1v








9 E EKh EP 1 6 11 L1 2 2 4 10 12
2
1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 4 EKh EP
3
1 6 9 10 11 2
K4 12 1 Kh EP -
2
4 EKh EP 1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L2 1 4
5
1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E 1 4 Kh EP
6
1 2 E EKh 2 9 10 12 EP 1 6 11 4
7
1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
8 
4 12 sarvvamayo K1 6 10 11 2, sarvamarye L1, sarva K2, sarvva K9, 
EKh EP
9
1 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 2 1
10
4 9 10 12 L1 2 2 EKh 6 11 EP 1, 
11
2 1 4 6 11 P 12 EKh, 
2 K10 9 1
12 em. 1 4 6 9 10 11 2 12 EKh EP 
1 2
13
2 4 9 10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 6 11
14
1 2 6 9 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 12







18 19 20 21
22
EP p.2, K10 2r
23 24 25 26
27
E p.265, EKh p.2, K1 L1 2r 
28 29 30




1 2 6 9 11 12 L1 2 4 10
E EKh EP
16
1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 9 4 EKh EP
17 em. 4 L1 2 9 10 12, 
2 1 6 11 EKh EP
18
1 6 9 11 12  E EKh EP 1 2 K2 4 10
19
1 2 6 9 10 11 E EKh EP 2 1 12 -
4 
20
1 2 6 9 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 10
21
2 6 9 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 1 4 10 2
22
4 6 10 11 12 E EKh EP 9 1 2 2 1
23
9 4 12 10 
2 1 6 11 2 1
EKh P
24
1 6 9 11 12 L1 2 2 4 10 12 EKh EP
25
12 L2 E EKh 1 6 9 10 11 EP 2 4 1
26
1 2 6 9 10 11 L2 E 4 12 Kh EP 1
27
4 9 L1 1 2 6 11 L2 10 12 E EKh EP
28 EKh 4 10 L2 EP 1 6 1 2, 
9 11 12
29
1 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 E 2 Kh EP 1, yatin L2
30
2 L1 2  1 3 6 9 10 11 EP 4 12
31
1 2 3 4 6 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 K9 12
32
1 2 3 4 6 11 E EKh EP 9 10 12, 
1 2
33
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 4 1

















1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4
35
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 4 L1 12
36
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP; iha K4, om. L1
37
2 L1 2 E EKh 4 tat sarvvam K1 3 9 11 EP 6; tan tat 
10 12
38
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 12 2
39
1 2 9 11 12 L1 2 4 3 10 E EKh EP, om. K6
40
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4 10 12
41
1 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 1 EKh EP 2
42
2 6 9 10 11 12 L1 1 3 4 EKh EP 2
43
2 9 10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 K4 1 3 6 11
44
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 4 10 2, 
12
45
10 E EP 1 3 4 6 9 L1 11 2 12 2, 
Kh
46
4 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11 L1 2 12; melatantre K10
47
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 10 12, om. K4
48 em. 2 1 3 6 11 
1 2 9
K12 EKh EP 4 10
49
1 2 6 9 10 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 3 4
2
50
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
51 EKh EP 1 2 6 11 L1 3 4, 
9 12 10 L2
52
1 3 6 9 11 E EKh 2 L2 P 4, silyatantre K10, 
12 1
53
9 L2 E EKh EP 10 12 -
2 6 11 1 3 4, 










60 61 62 63











1 3 6 9 10 11 E EKh EP 2 12 L2; granthya K4 1
55
2 E EKh 10 EP 9 4 2 L1, 
1 3 6 11 12
56
1 2 3 6 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 9 10 4 2
57
10 E EKh EP 1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 2 1
58
9 L1 E EKh EP 10 12 4 1 2 3 6 11 2
59
4 9 12 E EKh EP 2 11 1 2 3 6
L1 10
60
2 4 6 12 L2 E EKh EP; tat L1, et K1 K3, tattat K9 10, tatta K12
61
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 12 4
62
4 9 10 L1 2 E EKh EP 12 1 2 3 6 11
63
1 3 6 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh 4, ghatam K2 9
64
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4
65
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
66
1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 3 4 12, 
10
67
1 3 6 E EKh EP 2 9 L2 4 10 12 1
68
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 10 12
69
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 4 E EKh EP 1
70
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 E EKh EP 4 10 9
1 12 2
71 EKh EP 1 K1 2 3 6 9 10 11 2 K4 12
72 EKh EP 2 L1 2 4 12 10, 
1 3 6 9 11
73
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh 4 10 12
74
1 9 10 11 12 L1 2 2 4 6 3 -














81 82 83 84
85
86 87 88 89
 E  p.266, K9 2r
90 91
3 
*1 only K4 n.e. K1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP *
2 om. L1 *
3 om. K10 12 
tim E EKh EP
75
9 L1 E EKh EP 10 12 1 3 6 11 2
2 4
76
10 EKh EP 4 9 E 1 3 6 11 L1 2 2 12
77 EKh EP 10 9 1 3 6 11 12 L1; 
2 4 2
78
10 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 4 6 9 11 2 3
79
4 9 10 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11
80
1 2 3 6 10 11 L2 E EKh EP; priya K4, priye K9 12
81
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 E EKh EP; tan tan(ma) L2, tantra K4 2
82
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 10
83 em. 1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 EKh EP 4
84
4 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 12 L2 10
85
1 3 6 9 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 12 2 2, 
4
86
4 9 10 12 L2 E EKh EP; vina L1, vi K2 1 3 6 11
87
2 4 9 10 12 L1 2 EKh EP; om. K1 3 6 11, sa E
88
10 L2 12 EKh EP 9 4 -
1 1 6 11 3 2
89
10 12 L2 1 K1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP
90
6 9 11; va(v)mi L1 2 1 3 4 2 EKh EP
91
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP












98 99 100 101 102
*3
103 104 105




*1 om. K4 *
2 only EKh n.e  EP *
3  om. E  EKh EP  *
4 18ef  om. EKh





1 3 9 11 E EKh EP 6 2 2 1
95
2 K9 E EKh EP 1 1 2 6 11 3
96
2 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 1 3
97 conj. 9 1 2 EKh EP, 
6 11 1 3 2
98
9 11 1 3 2 6 L1 2
99
9 L1 2 1 2 3 6 11
100 em. 1 2 3 6 11 1 9 2
101
1 2 3 6 9 11 1 2
102
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 2
103
2 6 9 11 L1 2 1 3 4
104
1 3 6 11 4 2 9 L1 2
105 em. 1 3 6 11 9 L1 2 2 4
106
2 1 11 1 -
EKh EP 3 6 9 2 4
107
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4
108
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E 4 2, 
2 P Kh
109
1 9 11 E EP 2 3 6 4 L1 2
110
1 9 L1 E EP 2 3 11 4 6 2














121 122 123 124
125 126
127 128 129
  EP p.5
111
9 E EKh EP 1 3 6 L1 2 2 11, 
4
112
3 4 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 6 2 L1 9
113
2 9 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 11 4, sorair K6
114
1 E EKh EP 1 3 6 9 11 2 2 4
115
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; om. K2 4
116
9 L1 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11 L2 4
117
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 4 1
118
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4
119
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 EKh EP 2
120
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 4, gopanena E Kh EP
121
1 3 9 11 E EKh EP 6 2 4 
2, yatra L1
122
1 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E 2 Kh EP 1
123
1 2 3 6 9 11 4 Kh EP
L1 2
124
1 2 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 3 1
125 EKh EP 1 2 3 4 6 9 11
1 2
126
1 K2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 4, parityajya L1 2
127
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 4 1
128
1 K2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 4 1 2
129
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP; vijñeyo L1






130 131 132 133 134
  K1 L1 3v
yantre mantre
135 136 137
  K12 2v
138 139 140 141











9 L2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 4 6 11 L1
131
2 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 3 4 1
132
2 4 9 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11
133
1 K2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1
134
1 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 2 1 4
135
9 1 2; yantramantre E , yatra mantre EKh EP, mantre mant-
re K1 3 4 6 11 2
136
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP; yetat L2, yatra K4
137
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 EP EKh 2
138
9 EKh EP 1 1 3 4 6 10 11 E
K2 12 2
139
1 2 3 6 9 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 10
140
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 10 12
141 em. P 1 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh 2, 
sivarjjita K3 4 1
142
2 4 6 E EKh 1 3 9 11 EP 1 12 L2 -
varjjya K10
143
1 3 6 9 11 E 2 L2; mantrayantra K4 1, 
10 12 Kh EP
144
1 3 6 9 11 12 L2 EKh EP 1, si K10, om. K2 4
145
1 3 6 10 11 12 L1 2 EKh EP 9 -
2 4
146
9 10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 4 6 11 2
147
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 2 4 Kh EP
148 em. 1 2 3 6 9 10 11 L1 2; vihinañ K12 Kh EP K4
149
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 Kh EP, tatra L1
150 EKh EP yat K10; ya K1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2, jat K12 1
151
1 3 9 EKh EP 2 4 6 10 11 
E 12 1 2
152
1 3 6 10 11 12 ya K4 9, ’yam E EKh EP, om. L1
153
1 2 3 6 9 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 10 1








155 156 157 158
159






167 168 169 170 171




*1 om. K4 *
2 26a om. K4 om. K1 3, in mg. K9 
154
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 12 10 2
155
2 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 K3 K6 K9 K11 K12, om. K10
156
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; vijaya K10 12
157
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh 10 12
158
1 6 9 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 3 2 2, phal-
12
159
2 yas L1 2 6 9 10 11 E EKh EP 12
160
2 6 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP; te K4, om. K9 L1
161
2 4 9 10 12 L2 E EKh EP 6 K11 1
162
2 4 9 10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 6 K11
163
10 L1 E EKh EP 6 1 2 3 9 11 12 L2 4
164
1 2 3 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 10 12 4
6
165
1 9 10 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 2 3 6 2, om. K4
166
1 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4 3 4
167
1 3 9 10 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 6 12 2
168
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4
169
4 6 9 10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 11
170
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 1 EKh EP
171
2 6 9 4 1 E EKh EP 10 12, 
1 3 11 2
172
1 2 3 6 9 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 2 K4 10
173
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 E EKh EP 1 2 4
174
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 1 2 E EKh EP
175
1 2 3 6 10 11 12 L1 EKh EP 2 K4 9 E
176
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 12








180 181 182 183 184











1 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 L1 2 3 4, 
10 12
178
6 10 11 12 L2 E EP 1 3 1 EKh 4 2
179
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 10
180
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 L1 2 EKh EP 10
181
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 10 2 E EKh EP 12
182
1 3 6 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 10 9 2 4 2
183
1 2 3 6 9 10 12 L1 E EP 2 EKh 4
184
4 6 10 11 E EKh EP 1 2 3 12 L2
L1 9
185
10 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 4 6 9 11
186
2 6 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 9 4 1 3
187
1 4 6 9 11 2, pattane K12 L2 E EKh EP, patane L1 3, pattaje K10
188
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 2
189




1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 E 4 2
EP Kh
192




12 L2 10 1 3 4 9 11 E EKh EP 1, 
2 6
195
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4






196 197 198 199
200
EKh p.6
201 202 203 204





1 2 3 6 10 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 9 12
197
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 10 12
198
4 9 10 11 E EKh P 12 1 2 3 6, 
1 2
199
10 12 L1 E EKh EP 11 9 2 -
1 3 6 2 4
200
1 6 11 L1 3 Kh EP 2 9 E , apa-
12, apavarga K4, apavarge K10 2
201
1 2 3 4 6 10 11 12 L2 E 9 1 EKh EP
202
1 2 3 4 9 10 11 12 E EP 6 1 EKh 2
203




1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 L2 EKh EP 1 10
206
1 3 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 12 2 4
207 EKh EP 10 1 12
1 3 6 11 2 9 4, (a)
2
208
9 4 10 11 1 2 3 6 12 L2 Kh EP 1
209
11 1 12, varg(g)
9 3 2 EKh EP 2 4, 
6 1 10
210
1 2 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 K3 4 10 12
211
Kh EP 1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L2 1 4
212
1 2 3 6 9 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 4 10 1
213
12 1 10 11 12 4 6
K2 3 9 2 EKh EP -
1 
214 EP 2 11 12 L1 2 1 3 6 Kh 4 9, 
10 

















227 228 229 230
231 232 233 234
 K1 3 4v, K4 4r 
215 em. 1 6 9 11 2 4 3
12 EP 1 Kh 10, 
2
216
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 10 12
217
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 10 12
218
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 EKh 1 P
219 EKh EP 2 1 3 6 9 11 2, 
1 K10 12 4, 
220 EKh EP 1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 2 12 10
221
1 2 3 6 9 L1 4, atratvan K11 2 12 Kh 
EP 10
222
1 2 3 6 9 10 12 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 11
223
1 2 6 9 10 11 L1 2 E EKh P 3 12 4
224
2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 K1
225 conj. 1 mantram antraiva K10 E EKh EP -
va K12 L2, mantaiva K4 9 1 3 6 11 2 
226
9 10 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 2
K4 1
227
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 10 12 
228
1 2 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 4 9 10 2, 
3 12,
229
1 2 3 6 9 11 4 1
avatara L2 2 K12 2 K10 EKh EP
230




1 2 3 4 6 10 11 L2 E EKh EP 12
9 4 1
233
1 2 3 6 11 12 E EKh EP 9 2 4 10, om. L1
234
1 2 6 11 12 L1 2 E EKh P 3 9 
K10 4









243 244 245 246 247
EKh p.7
248 249 250
251 252 253 254
E  p.268, EP p.8
255 256 257
235
1 2 6 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 3 4 9, sar-
10
236
1 2 K1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 4 10 12
237
2 6 L2 E EKh EP vargge K1 3 9 11; vargo K4 10 12 L1
238 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 4 10
239
1 2 3 4 6 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 1
240
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4
241 EKh EP 9 10 L1 1 2 3 6 11 4, 
12 2
242
1 2 3 4 6 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 9
243
1 6 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 K3 9 2 4
244
1 6 9 11 L1 E 3 4 Kh EP 2, 
10 12 2
245
1 3 11 E EP 2 6 10 12 L1; mantri K4 9 2 Kh
246
6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 1 3 2 2 K10 12 4
247
1 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 4
248
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 12 E EKh EP 10 1 2
249
1 3 6 9 11 12 E EP 2 4 L1 10, (yy)
2 Kh  
250
1 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 2 3 10, stho K12
251
9 10 E EKh EP 2 K12 2 1 -
11 1 3 6 4
252
1 2 3 9 11 12 EKh EP 10 6 1 2, om. K4
253 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 4 2
254
1 3 6 9 11 1 10 2 4
12 EKh EP 2
255
2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; ata K1, tata K10 12 
256 EKh EP
257
1 3 10 11 E EKh EP 6 L2 1 2, mantra K4 9 12







261 262 263 264
*1  L1 5r
265








 K3 5r, K4 4v
273
*1 om. K10, in mg. K12 *
2 om. K10 E  EKh EP, in mg. K12,  *
3 40a om. L2 om. K10 12 
258
1 2 3 6 9 10 11 12 L1 2 EP 4 EKh
259
10 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11 L1 2
K4 9 12
260
2 4 9 10 11 12 L2 E EKh EP 1 1 3 6
261
2 3 9 12 L1 2 EKh EP; ma K1 4 6 11
262
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 4 1 12
263
1 2 3 4 6 11 9 12 L1 EKh EP 2
264
1 2 3 6 9 11 12 L1 E EKh EP 2 4
265
1 3 4 6 9 11 12, iti L1 2 2
266 em. 1 3 11 2 4 9 6, 
1 EKh EP
267
2 EKh EP 1 3 4 6 9 11 1, evat L2
268
Kh EP 9 1 3 6 11 2 
L2 4 1
269
1 1 3 6 11 E EKh EP 9 2 2 4
270
1 2 3 9 11 E EKh EP 1 6 L2 4
271
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2
272
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 1 2 E EKh EP
273
P 9 1 -
EKh 2 1 3 6 11
4 2
























*1 om. K4 *
2 transp. L2  EKh EP) *
3 45ef om. L2
274 EKh EP 2 6 11 L1 2 9 4 1 3
275
6 9 11 Kh EP 2 L1 4 2 1 3
276
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 
277
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4
278
9 L2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11 1 4
279
2 6 L1 2 1 3 9 11 EKh EP
280
1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 3 4
281
2 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 3 4 -
1 
282
1 2 3 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 9
283
9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 4 
284
1 11 P, 
6 2 1 3 2 -
4 9 Kh 
285
1 2 6 9 11 L1 EP 3 2 4 EKh
286
2 E EKh 6 9 EP -
1 3 11 4 1
287
1 2 6 11 L1 2 4 3, 
9 Kh EP
288
2 EKh 1 3 4 6 9 11 E EP 1
















E  p.269, L2 4v, K6 5v
297 298 299
300
 EKh p.9, EP p.10
301
*1 2 *
2 46ef om. L2
3 om. L2 
289
2 9 E EKh EP 4 1 6 -
1 3 11 2
290
1 1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 4
291
Kh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 E
L1 4 2
292 EKh EP 1 2 1 2 3 6 11 4 9 
293
1 2 6 11 E EKh EP 2 1 3
K4 9
294
4 L2 1 2 6 9 11 E EKh EP, japa K3, jape L1
295
2 E EKh 1 2 6 11 EP 3
K4 9 1
296
4 L2 1 2 6 9 11 E EKh EP, japa K3, jape L1




1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh; om. L1 2
299
1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 9 2 4 6 11
300
1 3 4 6 11 E EKh EP 1 2; haimante K9 2
301
1 2 EKh EP 1 3 4 6 9 11 E 2





















1 3 6 11 4 2 -
9 1 EKh EP 2
303
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4
304
1 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh 3 2 4 P
305
1 3 4 6 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2 9
306
9 L2 4 1 3 6 11 2 1 E EKh EP
307
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 1 E EKh
308
2 9 L1 2 E EKh EP; ’stamaye K1 3 11 6 4
309
1 2 E EKh EP 4 1 2 3 6 9 11
310 EKh EP 4 2 1 2 3 6 11
L1 2 9
311 EKh EP 2 1 3 6 11 2 L1 4 9 
2
312 EKh EP 1 2 1 2 3 6 9 11 4
313
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 1 2 P, om. E EKh
314
2 EKh EP 2 E 1 3 6 11 9
1 4
315
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1
316
2 L2 E EKh EP 1 6 11 3, 
9 4 1
317
6 9 11 E EP 2 1 3
1 Kh 2 4
318
2 E EKh EP 1 1 2 3 6 11 4 9








EP p.11, K4 5v
322
 *1  EKh p.10, K6 6r
323 324
325








23 130 ff 
*1 om. K2 4 *
2
11 *
3 ditt. K11 
319
1 2 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 3 2
320
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP; navam(a) K2 2
321
2 L1 1 6 9 11 3 4, 
2 E EKh EP
322
1 2 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 3 2
323 EKh EP
324
1 2 9 1 3 6 11 EKh EP
325 EP 1 2 6 9 11 L1 EKh 3 4 2
326





1 3 6 9 11 Kh EP 4, 
2 1 2
329
1 2 6 9 11 3 1 E EKh EP
K4 2
330
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 4 2 1
331
1 4 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 6 2 3, tat-
1
332
1 2 3 6 11 L2  E EKh EP 9 1 4
333
1 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 2 4 1



















1 2 3 4 6 E EKh EP 9 11 1 2
335
1 2 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 3 9 4 2
336
1 3 6 9 E EKh EP 2 K4 L1 11 2
337
1 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 4 2
338
1 3 4 6 9 11 2 L1 2; mantre E EKh EP
339 em. 1 2 3 6 9 11 1, 
4 Kh EP -
21
340
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 2
341
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; atroparri K4
342 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 4
343
6 9 1 11 L2 2
1, yogamantrasya K4 E EKh EP
344
2 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 1 3 4
345
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 4 2 -
2
346
2 4 L1 2 E EKh EP; sman K9, smaret K1 3 11, smareta K6











353 354 355 356
EKh p.11, K1 L1 7r
357 358 359





L2 6r, K2 3v
(62)  Chapter12
*1 om. K4 
347
1 2 4 6 9 11 1 3 EKh EP 2
348 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 1 4
349
9 11 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 1 2 4
350 conj. 1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 EP 2 E EKh
351
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP 2
352
1 3 4 6 11 L1 2 L1 2 E EKh EP; ya(nn)aparo K9, yatra paro K2
353
1 E EKh EP 1 3 6 9 11 2, 
2 4
354
1 2 3 4 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 6, vasyo L1
355
6 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 4 9 11 2
356
4 6 9 L2 E EKh EP 1 2 11 3 1
357
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 
358
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2 
359 conj. 1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP 3
360
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2
361
1 1 3 6 11 9 2 E EKhEP 2
362
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 2
363
1 3 6 9 11 E 1 2 Kh EP, 
2
364
9 E EKh EP 1 6 L2 4 1 2, 
11
365
2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 K3, jñeya K4 


















Kh 9 L1 2 E EP 1 2 3 6 11
4
367
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2
368 em. EP 1 3 4 6 11 L1 2 -
Kh 2 4 9
369
2 9 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 2 4 1
370
1 3 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 6 2
371
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EP 2 4 Kh 1
372
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EP 1 Kh
373
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 4, ××× L1 
374
1 2 3 6 9 11 1 2 E EKh EP 4
375
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 1 E EKh EP  
376 EKh EP
377
2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 4 
378
1 3 6 11 L1 2 9 EKh EP
4 2
379 EKh EP
380 EKh EP 1 3 6 11 9 L1 2 4 2
381
2 4 6 9 E EKh EP 1 3 11 L1 2
382
6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 K1 2 3 4 
383 em. 1 3 4 6 11 1 2 E EKh 9 EP 2
384
1 2 4 6 9 11 L1 3 2 EKh EP
385
1 E EKh EP 2 9, 
2 6 11 4 9 -







EKh p.12, K6 7r






400 401 402 403
K4 6v
404
E  p.271, L2 6v
*1 om. E  EKh EP 
1 3
386
1 3 6 11 E EKh EP 9 L1 2 2 4
387
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 2  
388
9 2 3 4 L1 1 6 11 2
389
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 2 4
390
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 4
391
1 3 6 9 11 2, 
4 2 1
392
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 K4
393
1 2 E EKh EP 2 4 1 3 6 9 11
394
Kh EP 6 9 11 L1 2 E 1 3 4 2
395
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh 2
396 EKh EP 1 2 1 3 6 11
K2 4 9
397
1 3 9 L1 E EKh EP; mana K2 4 6 11, mata L2
398
1 3 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 9 2
399
1 3 6 11 E EKh EP 2 4 9 L1 2
400
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 
401
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1
402
4 EKh EP 2 9 1 3 
6 11 2 1
403
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 2 E EKh EP 1
404
1 2 3 4 6 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 9

























1 2 3 6 11 L1 2 9 EKh EP
4
406
2 4 6 9 11 L1 2 1 3 EKh EP
407
2 4 9 11 L2 E  EKh EP 1 1 3 6
408
3 9 11 L1 2 E  EKh EP; yonayet K1 2, yonayeta K6, yomayat K4
409 EKh EP 1 1 2 3 4 6 9 11 2
410
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 4 2
411
9 L1 2 E EKh EP 4 2, 
1 3 6 11
412 EKh EP 1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2
413 EKh EP 1 3 6 9 11 2, 
4 2 1
414
1 3 6 9 E EKh EP 2 11 L1 2 4
415
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
416
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
417
2 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3
418
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP
419
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 2 EKh K4
420
1 2 3 6 9 11 4 EKh EP 2 om. L1
421
2 6 11 E EKh EP 1 3 4 2 
9 1
422
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; ya K4
423
1 3 4 11 E EKh EP 2 6 9 L1 2  
424
2 L1 2 E EKh EP; ya K1 3 4 6 9 11
425
9 L1 E EKh EP 2 6 L2 1 4 11, ya K3
426
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4

















L2 K4 7r, K2 4r
442 443
EP p.15, K11 8v
444
445 446
K6 8r, K9 4r 
*1 om. EKh *
2 77ef om. K4 EKh
427 em. 1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 2 EP
428
9 L1 2 4 2 1 3 6 1 -
EP
429
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 4
E EP 1
430
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP; raso K2, rasa K4 2
431
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2, (v)itaratve K2, vivaratve K4 
432
1 2 9 1 2 3 4 6 11 EKh EP
433
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 1
434
1 2 4 6 9 11 Kh EP 3 2 1
435
4 9 L1 2 Kh EP 1 2 3 6 11
436
1 3 6 9 11 4 2 1 2, 
EKh EP
437
9 11 L1 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 4 2
438
1 2 E EP 1 2 3 6 9 11
439
1 E EP 2 1 2 3 6 9 11
440
2 L1 EKh 2 K4 6 P 1 9 3 11
441
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4
442
1 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2 2 4
443
1 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 3 4 2
444
2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 4
445
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4
446
2 L2 6 9 11 4,



















E  p.272, L1 9r 
*1 om. L2 *
2 transp. L1 1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP) 
EKh 1 3 EP 1
447
1 3 4 9 11 E EKh EP 6 L2 1, 
2
448
Kh EP 2 1 1 2 3 6 9 
11 4
449
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP; na L1 2
450
1 3 9 11; notañ K4 2 6 EKh EP 1 2
451
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2
452
9 L1 2 E EKh EP; jape K1 2 3 6 11, japa K4
453
1 3 6 11 L1 2 EKh 9 E EP 2 4
454
1 2 3 6 9 11 E ; japtayai K4, japasya L1 EKh EP 2
455
1 2 6 11 EKh EP 3 1, 
4 9 2
456
1 3 6 11 EKh 9 L2 E EP 4 1 2
457
2 4 9 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11
458
4 9 L1 E EKh EP 2 2
K1 3 6 11
459
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 EP 4 EKh 1
460
9 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 1 2
L2 4
461
1 2 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP; om. L2 K3
462
1 2 3 6 9 11 1 2 E EKh EP 4













*3  EP p.16, K11 9r
476 477 478 479
 K4 7v
*2 83ef om. L1
3  om. L2
463
4 L2 2 6 11 L1 9 EKh EP 1 3
464
2 2 EP 1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh
465
9 E 2 1 3 6 11 Kh EP 1, pri-
2 4
466
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2
467 EKh EP 9 L1 2 -
4 2 1 6 11 3
468
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP; homa K4 1
469
2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 L2 4
L1 9
470
2 EKh EP 1 1 3 6 11, 
2 9 4
471
1 2 3 6 11 4 Kh EP, triyyagvo(ha)
2 1 9
472
Kh EP, om. E
473 em. 1 2, 
1 11 6
K3 4 9 , 
Kh P
474
1 2 3 6 9 11 4 1 -
Kh EP
475
1 E EKh EP 9 2 1 3 6 11 4 \}
476
1 3 6 11 L2 EKh EP K9 2 L1 4
477 EKh EP 1 3 4 6 11 L1 9 2, 
2
478
Kh EP 2 1 4, 
9 1 6 11 3 2
479
9 L2 EKh EP 2 1 6 11 3
L1 4












EKh p.15, L2 7v
488 489
490 491




1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1
481
1 3 4 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 9 2 2
482 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 11 L1 9; 
4 2
483
1 2 3 4 6 11 L1 E EKh EP 9 2 
484 EKh EP 1 2 6 9 11 1 2 3 4
485
1 3 6 11 EKh EP 9 L1 2 E 2, 
4
486 EKh EP
487 EKh EP 2 1 3 6, 
2 11 9, va-
4 1 
488
6 11 E EKh EP 1 9 2 3
K4 1 L2
489
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
490
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2, jantra K4 
491
1 E EKh EP; ya K1 3 4 6 9 11 L2, ye K2 
492
2 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP; tena L1, tatho K1 3 
493
9 E EKh EP 2, homa K1 2 3 4 6 11 1
494 em. 1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4
495
9 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 2 4 6 11 3
496
2 K2 E EKh 3 4 6 9 11 EP 1 1
497
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2  
498
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2  
499
1 3 4 6 9 11 1 2, ’tha E EKh EP 2










506 507 508 509 510
K1 9v, K2 4v
511 512








11 E EKh EP 2 6 1 3 9 1 2, 
4      
501
Kh EP 1 2 K1 3 6 11 9 2 4
502
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 4
503




9 L2 E EKh EP sastam K1 3 6 11 2; samastam K4 1
506 EKh EP 1 3 6 9 11 2, anna K4 1 2   
507
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2
508 em. 1 3 4 6 2 2, 
9 11 EKh EP 1
509
1 2 3 4 6 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 9
510
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1
511
2 4 9 L1 1 3 6 11 E EKh EP 2 
512
1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 2 9 4 
513 EKh 6 9 11EP; sarva K2 4 L1 2 sarvva K1 3
514
1 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 L1 2  
515
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EP Kh 4
516
9 L1 E EKh EP 2 4 1 6 11
3 2
517 conj. 4 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 6
K2 3 9
518
1 2 3 6 11 9 4 1 2 E EKh EP   
519
1 2 E EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 4












525 526 527 528




520 EKh EP 1 2 1 2 3 
6 9 11 4 
521
4 9 E EKh 1 2 3 6 11 1 2 
522
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4  
523 EKh EP 2 1 3 6 9 11
L1 2 4
524
1 2 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 4 1 2
525
3 4 6 9 11 E 2 1 L2 1
EKh EP
526
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2 
527
1 3 6 11 9 2 1, 
2 Kh P 4
528
2 4 9 11 E EKh EP 2 K1 6 3 1








535 536 537 538 539
(95) 20.95-96
(95)  4.48
(95)  p.67 
529
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 9 4 
530
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
531
1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP 3 4
532
3 E EKh EP 1 11 9 
2 1 4 6 -
2
533
1 2 6 9 11 E EKh EP 3 4 L2 1
534
1 6 11 L2 E EKh EP 2 4 3 L1 9
535
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 4
536 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 4
537
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2  
538
1 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2; mantra K4 2
539
1 2 3 6 11 E EP Kh 9 4, 
2 1


















2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3 4
541
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 K4
542
2 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 3
543
Kh EP 1 6 11 2 
4 1 2 3
544
2 4 9 11 E EKh EP 1 6 L2 3 1
545
Kh EP 2 1 2 6 9 11 L1 3 4
546
1; tatta L2, tasya EKh EP 1 3 6 11 E 2 4 9
547 conj. 1 2 K1 3 6 9 11 2 4 -
pet EP, sañjapet E EKh






548 549 550 551 552











*1 EKh EP, n.e
2 100a only E  EKh EP, n.e
548
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP; japto L1 
549
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP; om. K2
550
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4, om. K2 
551 EKh EP
552
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 4 1
553
6 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 1 9 3 2 4 
554
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP  
555
1 3 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 2 4
556
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP , silo K4
557
1 3 4 11 L1 E EKh EP 2 6; ta K9 2
558
1 3 11 EKh EP 9 4 1 6
L2 2
559 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 L1 9 11 2 4
560
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP, om. K4
561
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2
562
1 2 3 4 6 9 11; vasya L1 2, tasya E EKh EP 

















1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 EKh EP 4, om. L1  
564
1 2 3 6 9 11; parijapy evai K4, parajapya vai L2, parijapyate E EKh EP, om. L1
565
1 2 3 6 9 11 EKh EP 4 1 2    
566
1 2 3 6 9 11 1 2 4 , 
Kh EP
567
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 EKh EP K4
568
1 3 6 9 11 L1 2 2 4
EP Kh 
569
1 3 6 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 9 2 4
570 em. 1 3 1 6 9 11, 
2 4 2 ’ , 
P Kh














1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 2  
572
2 6 11 E EKh EP 1 3 4 9 L1 2
573
9 11 L1 EKh EP 1 3 6 E 4 2 2
574
9 L1 EKh EP 2 K1 2 3 4 6 11
575
1 6 11 L2 E EKh EP 3 4 K9 2, 
1
576
1 2 E EKh EP; siddha K1 2 3 6 9 11, sasiddha K4
577
2 6 9  L1 E EKh EP 11 2 4 1 3 
578
1 3 4 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 2
579
2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 9 11 2 1 4
1 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 3 2 2
4
581
1 2 3 6 11 L1 E 9 4
L2 P Kh
582
1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 3 4













1 2 1 2 3 6 9 11 EKh P 4
584
1 2 6 9 11 EKh 3 L2 E P 4 1  
585
1 3 6 11 L1 2 9 4 2 E EKh EP
586 EKh EP 1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 4
587
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 E EKh EP 1 2  
588
1 6 11 L1 2 EKh EP 3 2 9 4 
589
2 L2 1 1 6 9 11 E EKh EP 3 4  
1 2 3 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 4 1 
591
1 2 3 6 9 11 L1 2 E EKh EP 4
592
1 2 3 6 11 E EKh EP 9 1
L2 4
593
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EKh EP 1 
594
2 9 L2 E EKh EP 1 3 6 11 4,  L1 



















(105-106)   4.55
595 em. 1 EKh EP 4 2 K9, 
1 3 6 1 2
596
1 3 6 9 11 E EKh EP 2 2
4 1
597 em. 1 6 9 11 L2 3 4 2 -
EKh P 1  
598
2 E EKh EP 1 3 4 6 9 11 L2 4 1
599 em. 2 1 EKh EP, 
1 6 9 11 2 3 4
600
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L1 E EKh EP 4 2 
601
1 2 3 6 11 4 1, 
Kh EP 2 9
602
2 E EKh 1 3 9 EP -
6 11 2 1, 
4
603





1 3 6 9 11 E 2 L1 4, man-
Kh EP 2
606
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 L2 E EP Kh, prathama L1 
607
1 2 6 9 11 L1 2 E EP Kh 3 4
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6  10 supports 
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11  4 10 12 support 
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